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Precision You Can See
Simulation-Driven Manufacturing for Plastic Optics

Customer Spotlight

                   and reduce flow and thermally induced residual stressPredict
                     warpage and shrinkage problems to maintain 
dimensional stability
Control

                     mold filling technology ensures high-precision 
and high-performance plastic optics
True 3D
                      retardation and fringe characteristicsValidate



Moldex3D is the universal CAE solution for the plastics molding industry worldwide. With “true 3D” simulation technology, Moldex3D empowers you to 
precisely simulate the widest range of molding designs, materials and processes.  Achieve tighter tolerances, faster cycle times, lower trial costs and 
reduced go-to-market times with your comprehensive suite of Moldex3D solutions today.  With best-in-class industrial expertise as well as software 
knowledge, our worldwide Moldex3D team is committed to being your trustworthy engineering partner.

Optics solutions from Moldex3D can help you address increasingly complex optical design and manufacturing challenges, including 
thermal effects, stress birefringence and refraction index. Moldex3D enables companies to reduce time-to-market and manufacturing 
costs while maintaining optics precision.

Moldex3D’s prediction for the fringed pattern (left) showed a strong 
correlation with the experimental results (right).

Predictions on non-uniform refractive index and surface deformation defects.

About Moldex3D

Hybrid solid-element meshing technology ensures high fidelity simulation results 
without compromising geometry details
A comprehensive selection of result displays, such as Filling, Residual Stress,
Mold Temperature, Temperature/Pressure Sensor Nodes, Particle Tracer, etc.
Predict flow and thermally induced birefringence, retardation, fringed orders, etc.
Integrate CODE V to consider non-uniform refractive index and deformation
Optimize processing factors such as the part geometry, runner design,
gate design, filling speed and packing pressure, etc.

Capabilities Portfolio
Injection Compression Molding (ICM) 
Multiple-component Molding (MCM)
Compression Molding (CM)
Design of Experiment (DOE)
FEA Interface

Extended Capabilities

Moldex3D eDesign Complete molding simulation tool with 
automatic meshing capability

Moldex3D Professional Efficient support for shell-like plastics in 
addition to eDesign

Moldex3D Advanced Flexible extension for high-precision or 
special process simulation

Moldex3D IC Packaging Design verification and optimization for 
the encapsulation process

eDesignSYNC
Easy-to-use and multi-functional interface 
fully embedded in CAD software to bring a 
seamless workflow from design to simulation

Solution Add-on
Series of add-ons for specific industrial part 
process simulation, including: Compression Molding, 
MuCell®, Fiber, FEA Interface, etc.
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With the novel hybrid meshing capabilities, Moldex3D enables high fidelity simulation results. Above are the analysis results of shear rate (left) 
and temperature (right).


